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SmOPms.

The histogram methsd of depicting features of local climate has
attracted little attention, but is valuable and deserves wide application. When pro er methods of computation are used it not only illustrstea features ofclimate clearly and concisely, enabling m a w questiom to be answered, but it aids in forecast study hy separating out
from the m888 of obscuring data days and periods that present recurrent
anomalies, 80 that the cause of such departures may be ascertained,
studied in detail, and perhaps forecast.
The histograms (frequency polygons) resented with this paper y e
numerous and each contains within itselfthe data for the entire penod
of 30 yeara, ahowing by the height of each column of the polygon the
er cent of times that each variate has occurred. Special features are
{rid, discussed. The influence of snow cover in causing a double
mode in the minimum temperature of December, January, and February especially prominent in Janupry and givi rise to popular
belief in B “January thaw,” and again in directing a x e w of the curves
in February and March toward 33O, is pointed out. Variatiom in daily
cloudinea and precipitation and in 8 a. ni. humiditv from month tu
month present interesting features. An anomaly ‘in the monthly
precipitation at certain ~tatiomin January, February, March, and
A ril for the paat 75 to 100 years is mentioned for dkcueaioii at sonic
otRer time.
LNTRODUCTION.

The histo am method of statistical research has been

so little use in meteorology and climatolog that, we do

not find in the Meteorological Glossary oTthe British
Meteorological Office, for example, either the word
“ histogram,” its equivalent “frequency polygon,” or the
word “ mode,” corresponding to the German “ scheitelwert” (most frequent number of times that an event is
found to occur). Hann in his Bimatologie (1) and
again in his Meteorologie (2) in a discussion of scheitelwe* based on insufficient and manifestly limited and
incomplete data, condemns the use of the mode in
meteorology and climatology, but the object,ions he
raises can with e ual validity be applied to the mean.
It is true the mo e requires greater labor and skill to
obtain than does the mean, but is it not of nearly equal
importance in eneral and may it not be of greater importance when%olo-ical questions are under consider%
tion? It has been orwide service in other sciences. The
histogram goes a step farther in including all the data.
With the latter a curve of frequency distribution is obtained. that in some cases corresponds to the normal
probability curve of mathematics and may be stated by
a mathematical formula.
The mathematical phases of the subject have been ably
discussed b Marvin (3) and Tolley (4) in. the MONTHLY
WEATHEE EVIEW. The present article illustrates practical application of the method, without the use of
mathematics, as well as its usefulness in answering uestions of climate, and, not the least, in bringing to ight
and permitting the cause to be determined wlth compwrtlr
tive ease, of anomalies in temperature, raidall, and other
weather elements.
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Binghaniton is located in latitude 42O 6’ north and
longitude 75’ 55’ west, at the junction of the Chenango
and Susquehnnna Rivers, with an altitude above mean
sen-level of 870 feet. The surrounding country is “hilly,”
the hills risin to altitudes of 1,300 to 1,800 feet above
sea-level and i?
eing dissected by many creeks and ravines.
They are composed of slate rock and covered with glacial
soil. In a radius of 30 miles there are 75,000 acres of
forest. Varied crops are grown, including tobacco,
hops, cabbage, beans, potatoes, fruit of all hardy kinds,
especially a ples, but the principal agricultural product
is milk, o which the county marketed $1,750,000
worth in 1919. Large factories of wide reputation occupy
scattered portions of the valley, one concern producing
575,000,000 worth of shoes in 1920, but the city is not
in nn wa congested and the city heat and smoke do
not a ect t e climatic records. One-third the PO dation
of the United States is within 300 miles. The ainage
area of about 4,000 square miles slopes from north to
south and is fan-shaped with the city at the handle of
the f m . The weather data are homo eneous, taken with
standard instruments and exposure, t e latter remaining
practically the same for the entire period.
The histograms have not been smoothed save those .of
the daily temperatures and the monthly ranges of
temperature. These it has been necessary to correct by
inenns of the formula a + 2 B + c ’ b+:C+d,
_-etc., because,
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in recording the data, decimals were discarded to the
nearest degree, giving the halfway decimal to the m n
number, thus causing wen numbers to predominate in a
given ratio. (5) The necessity of a formula to remove
this unevenness could have been avoided by using classes
of 3 O or 4’ instead of 3O, but one class seemed too narrow
and the other too wide, a class of 3 O being best. The
formula is perfectly satisfactor
Each histogram contains wigin itself all the observations of the 30 years and the hei h t of each column represents the number of times each c ass was observed during
that period. The scale is stated in ercentages of the
total number of observations in the istogram because
percen taws are usually desired, and, furthermore, because
stating &e results in percentages on a uniform scale
removes the inequalit between histograms containin
different numbers of o servations, those of January an
February, for example, and makes them directly comparable. To obtain the number of observations m each
column, instead of the per cent, all that is necessary is to
multi ly the total number of observations in the histothe per cent in the column. One must learn to
o f these figures as frequency polygons and not mere
illustrative diagrams such as are sometimes used to
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depict monthly amounts of rainfall, wind velocities for
certain periocb, etc.
Those who wish to use the method can save much
time and labor and insure the accuracy of count that is
essential by following a d e h i t e system. The writer
prefers the use of lbto-theinch cross-section paper in
sheets of 8 by 10 inches for classifyin and counting the
variates, as illustrated on a reduce scale in figure 1.
Distinctive marks are used to distinguish different periods
of years, or different record books, etc., and the accuracy
of the count is checked by separate summations of the
marks used as the work proceeds. These sheets, after
the count is complete, can be made of further use in
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that afford fascinating Visions of periods and cycles, but
must be allotted to chance unless physical reasons for
them can be discovered. Unfortunatelg, from a forecast
stand oint, one or the other of two mews must be assumex If the conditions are due to hysical laws and
are cyclic or recurrent, then we must orecast one thing
or one way. But if the conditions are due to chance
combinations of
then we must
nation and forecast accor
words, if chance has
on one particular day or da to lie to one side of the normal frequency polygon or that period, then the probability is
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ma. I.--Illuetreting how the count of vsrlstss Is mad^ and summed and Its further use in foreeest study.

forecast study and lines have been added to the illustration that &ow how this is done from year to year.
cartsin days will be found that seem pecuhar; for example, January 7 of figure 1. Some hold that the cause
IS recurrent and physical, though as yet not determined.
Others hold that it is accidental and due to chance
combinations of the weather elements on the days in
question. Whatever may be the cause, the histogram
method enables such days to be separated from the rest
and studied individually. Again, when the frequenc
distributions of separate weeks or periods are cornparel
or separate series of years, widand contractions
of the distribution and shifts of
mode are found

Orlgtnalsize,8 by 10 Inched.

that further events will tend to the opposite side of the
On
polygon, and forecasts would be pointed that wa
the other hand, if the shift toward the right or &e left
is due to phy&aZ causes, then the forecast should be
pointed in the same direction as the shift, and not in
the o p osite direction.
Not 'ng will take the place of the daily weather ma s,
but the use of probabilities has some value in weatI
!er
forecasting (6).
The histograms can be reproduced by milliogra h,
tracing, and solar printing, or chalk plate rinting. ]For
solar rinting the positive print paper sup i e d for drafts
men %as much better keeping qualities efore use than
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blue- rint paper. Much of the lettering on the tracin e
can e done with a typewriter, a heavil inked b l a g
ribbon or a carbon-paper ribbon “20 poun8’ being used,
and the tracin
aper backed with carbon paper with
face forward.
makes a print equal to India ink
and photo-en aves well. I find the millimeter crosssection paper est for drawing the histo ams, or 20-tothe-inch cross-section paper may be u s e r b o t h of which
can be obtained printed on tracing pa er, or if on heavy
paper it may be made transparent a ter the drawing is
complete with the fluid furnished draftsmen for the purpose.
However much the days and weeks and shorter periods
of years may vary among themselves and thus afford
material for study, the monthly and annual modes based
upon a sufficient number of years are as permanent, com-
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discussion must be rief and they
in the main, to speak for themselves.
Jul ,August, December, January,
mode o daily maximum temperature,
higher than the mean, and in September, October, November, and March it is lower. In
September and October this result is doubtless associated
with fogs, and in March with melting snow and ice.
The “skew” in February is to the right toward 32’ F.
and in March to the left toward 32’ F., the melting point
of snow and ice. The daily minimum temperature is
lar el a radiation effect, and so in December, January,
anf $ebruary, when there is alternation between bare
ground and snow cover, there is a correspond
to two modes, suppressed in December and Fe rtendency
u q and
prominent in January. The higher mode in January lies
near 33’ F. and ives rise to popular belief in a “January
thaw.’’ A tabu ation of the weather elements of January days with 26’ and 11’ F. minimum temperature (omitted here) shows that snow cover, not wind direction, as
some have supposed, is the effective factor in causi
lower mode and bare ground the hi her. (See Tab e 1 )
The daily mean tern erature is simp y a composite of the
daily maximum anfminimum temperatures and merits
no special comment.
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TABLE
1.-Relation o weather to the modcs
the month of anuay, 1906-1920, at
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25’37.B. 9’-11* F.

.................................................
............................
ks.......................................
..................................

Number of times
Snow on ground

Average depth at 8 m..
..inch.
Davs with trace or
Da’ s with 0 5 inch or less..
PreeipiTatio.n (nit. to mt.):
Days with
Days without
Cloudiness (during daylight):
Days cloudy. ................................................
Davs Dartlv cloudy
Da5s ilear:.
Wind revailing direction (mt. to mt.):
N?
.days..
NE

...................................................
................................................
..........................................
...................................................
..................................................
...........................................................
E.............................................................
SE ...........................................................
s .............................................................
sw...........................................................
NW ..........................................................
At time of minimum tcm
Oecurreneeat midn$?.Y..
..............................
Occurrencenot at mrdnght...................................
Avers windvelocity...............................
mi. hr..

FI~.
Z-Freq

dlstrlbution at Philndelphia of monthly m e w tem
turn for 130
monthly predpit tkm for 100 and 30 years, fflustraGthe persfst-

S2KZ.

Wind %tion-

N... .......................................
.occ~~rre.nc~s..
NE.......................................................
E.. .......................................................

.....................................................
........................................................
w ........................................................
N W ......................................................
iverage relative humidity at 8 a. m.. ..................per cent..
SE..

paratively speaking, asfthe means for the same period
and afford additional valuable information. Fi re 2
illustrates this feature of the method and shows urther
how anomalies in the data are brought out. Note the
two modes of monthly precipitation at Philadelphia for
February, March, and Apnl of the past 100 years.
Similar modes ap ear in the monthly precipitation at
Boston, New Yor , New Orleans, San Francisco, and
other stations. What is more surprising, the higher
mode is the same a t Ncw Orleans, Philadelphia, and
Boston, and the lower mode is the same a t Phlladelphia
and New Orleans. The modal amounts of precipitation,
however, do not occur in the same ears a t each of these
stations. At New Orleans a dou le mode appears in
September, October, and November, due to tropical
disturbances in those months.
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The daily maximum wind velocity, figures 5 and 6,
shows throughout most of the year a dominant mode at
13 miles per hour, which assumes special prominence in
July, the month of thunderstorm frequency (fig. 7).
Ths mode is doubtless a combined friction and Viscosity
effect conditioned on elevation and topography and suggests that each station may have a distinctive mode due
to these factors. (7) The double mode of maximum
wind velocity in August and September, the months of
l e k t avera e velocity, southwest and north, corresponds
to the tren of the river valleys.
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The humidity at 8 a. m., figures 5 and 6, presents
curious variations. Although 60 per cent of September
days, the highest number of an month, are without rain,
yet 15 er cent of the days, t e highest number of any
month, ave a humidity a t 8 a. m., two hows a&r sunrise, of 98 to 100 per cent. This is due to the prevalence
of fogs in that month, the fogs, in turn, being caused by
the prevalence of clear nights with diminished temperature. (Fig. 7.) The modal period for dense fog is
September 8 to 17. The humidity then diminishes to
November, the '' Indian summer " month, and increases
again with the formation of snow cover in December. It
is rather surprising to find the mode for 8 a. m. humidity
in January and February to be 98 to 100 per cent. The
high hum'idity occurs on mornings of "radiation" cold
and is often accompanied by rime and fog. I t is unfortunate that data of daily masimum and minimum
humidity are not available.
The smooth curve marked by the tops of the columns
of no precipitation, figures 5 and 6, is interesting, as is
also the variation in the number of days with a trace. In
summer traces of precipit-ation tend to evaporate before
the reach the ground. In winter traces are prominent
in t.Tle form of snow flurries. The curve of days with no
precipitation shows inverse relation to that of days with
10 tenths clouds, or sky entirely overcast, figures 3 and
4. A peculiar feature of the latter is that an decrease
in the number of overcast days is divided rat er evenly
among the days with lesser amounts of cloudiness, the
number of entirely clear days remaining fairly constant
throughout the year, thou h greatest in September.
Since 1905, or for 15 years o the 89, the daily amount of
cloudiness has been determined by observations every
two hours of the amount, kind. and direction of movenient
of the clouds.
Fkure 7 shows the annual distribution of the different
daily weather elements. The two modes of maximum,
minimum, and mean tem erature are due to the factthat there is rather rapidp transition from summer to
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winter and vice versa. When monthly means are used,
instead of daily, a third mode due to spring and fall
appears, but this is only a feature of the method of cornputatioii and daily data should be used in place of monthly
when practicable. The dual mode in the range of
monthly maximum tem erature is probabl a snow cover
and humidity effect. #he dominant mo&, 32') corresponds to the mode for monthly range of minimum
temperature, 31'.
Figure S shows how histowanis of monthly temperature and precipitation, whicx are veri easily pre ared.
from the station annual summaries, alt ough of di erent
nat.ure from histograms inade with the daily data, are
useful in comparing climates with respect to the general
features of rainfall and temperature.
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TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES AND ELSEWHERE.
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By ALFREDJ. HENRY,
Meteorologist.
[Weather Bureau, Washington, D. C., February, 1921.1

SYNOPSIS.

er effort is made to discover to what extent
In the first part of the
eriods of abnormally
or abnormally low temperature in the
Enited States synchronize and also as to whether or not there is evidence of a periodicitv in the occurrence and recurrence of these
phenomena. The bash material for the study was 12-month consecu-
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circulation of the atmosphere, aa modified, of course, b y the secondary
circulation due to the movement of cyclones and anticyclones.
I n order to get beyond the influence of the latter the study waa
extended to imlude certain tropical stations, viz, Batavia, Habana,
Honolulu, and Arequipa. Consecutive means were also computed
for these stations.
Both tropical and teniperatc zone stations show very clearly the
i
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FIO.l.-Smoothed temperature means, each

tive or overlapping monthly means of the temperature for fairly large
r g r a p h i c districts. The districts used are (1) the New England
tates, (,2)Minnesota, (31Colorado, (4')
Washington, and (5) Louisiana.
The monthly mean t,emperature for each of these diatricta was originally
computed from the means of all of the individual stat,ions therein.
The period 1858-1919 furnished the data for the study.
As WBB to have been ex ected, the control of the changes i n temperature of the various parta ofthe United Statesis clearly that of the general

ptwixteiire of short-period variations of about 40 months in length;
oc*casionally. for rcasons not undcmtoorl. some of these ahorbperiod
niasima ani1 niininia are greatly intensified and consequently appear
as primary maxima or minima in the series. The length of the interval
bet ween these so-called primary maxima and minima ia greater than
and probably some multiple of the 40-month period.
One of the chief characteristics of the data is the tendency of any
marked variation in the temperature to be followed by another one of
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